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NEW QUESTION: 1
The difference between address.send() and address.transfer()
is:
A. .send returns a Boolean and .transfer throws an exception on
error. .send is considered dangerous, because it sends all gas
along, while .transfer only sends the gas stipend of 2300 gas
along
B. .send and .transfer are both considered low-level functions
which are dangerous, because they send all gas along. It's
better to use address.call.value()() to control the gas-amount.
C. .send throws an exception and .transfer returns a Boolean on
error. Both just forward the gasstipend of 2300 gas and
considered safe against re-entrancy
D. .send returns a Boolean and .transfer throws an exception on

error. Both just forward the gasstipend of 2300 gas and are
considered safe against re-entrancy.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
In which sequence do you create the objects required for the
SAP financial closing cockpit?
A. 1. Define task levels
2. Create task group
3. Release task levels
4. Release task group
B. 1. Create task group
2. Create task lists
3 Create tasks
4. Release task lists
C. 1. Create template
2. Create tasks
3. Create task lists
4. Release task lists
D. 1. Define closing periods
2. Create task lists
3. Release task lists
4. Release closing periods
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are a member of a Microsoft Office 36S group named Sates.
You create a proposal for a customer by using Word Online.
All team members must be able to review and make changes to the
proposal at the same. After the proposal is completed, you must
share the foal document with the customer in read only format.
You need to ensure that the customer sees the most recent
version of the document.
Which three actions should you perform m sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the Iist of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Welches der folgenden BEST zeigt einem IS-PrÃ¼fer, dass eine
Organisation effektive Risikomanagementprozesse implementiert
hat?
A. Das Risikoregister wird regelmÃ¤ÃŸig Ã¼berprÃ¼ft.
B. Das Inventar der IT-Assets umfasst die

Asset-Klassifizierung.
C. Eine Business Impact Analysis (BIA) wurde abgeschlossen.
D. Kritische GeschÃ¤ftsressourcen verfÃ¼gen Ã¼ber zusÃ¤tzliche
Kontrollen.
Answer: A
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